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HELLO—
From one appointment to the
next, many little things can
come up that may need extra
attention. Please remember to
share what’s been going on
with you so at each session
we can address any areas
that are bothering you.
Remember, the purpose of
sending this newsletter to you
is to give you more information
about health and the different
ways that bodywork can help
you improve your condition.
I’m here to help you, so
please consider how any of
this information might impact
you. It’s your health, happiness and well-being that is
important!
With that in mind, the article
in this issue brings up the
benefits of consistent sessions. It’s true that you can
get more gain from bodywork
when you get your massages
regularly. Just like regular auto
maintenance tends to extend
the life of your car and
reduces expensive repairs,
getting your massages more
frequently reduces the
likelihood of major complaints
and lets us focus on improving
overall conditions—mentally
and emotionally as well as
physically. Take care; I’ll see
you soon!
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Massage—For Body & Soul
Nothing beats feeling your best. When
everything is running smoothly and your
energy is high, you’re ready to enjoy all
the good things in life.

If you think of your massage sessions as
your body’s periodic tune-ups, you may
ask how they can help you to keep
cruising down the highway of life.

The downside to feeling good is it’s easy
to take your good health for granted.
When nothing is bothering you, it’s
easier to ignore doing the things
that keep you healthy. A common
comparison made in the health field
is taking care of your car—and for
good reason.
Many people are
more aware of the
need to maintain a
regular schedule
for tune-ups and
oil changes than
they are for their
own bodies.
Obviously, there’s no comparison between
the importance of your health and wellbeing and that of your car. We expect to
“trade up” and replace several vehicles
during our driving years—but your body is
by far the most important “vehicle” you
have!

The underlying reason that makes regular
massage so important to your overall
health is this: Your body is constantly
changing, and massage contributes to the positive aspects of
these many changes. In other
words, a major factor in maintaining good health is
ensuring all of the communication systems of the
body are operating properly
and everything is kept
moving. It’s very hard to
imagine the millions of
processes that are taking
place every day within your
body. Each of these minute actions
contributes to the quality of your health
and well-being. Since each system
depends on the others, helping your body
to keep things flowing properly greatly
benefits your overall condition.

It may be that we associate the need for
personal healthcare with illness rather than
with the prevention of poor health—or that
the auto industry has trained us to follow
specific maintenance schedules. After all,
a car is a fairly simple mechanical device
compared to the human body.
Your maintenance plan for your body
includes several parts that are best
addressed daily, such as which fuel you
put in your tank, how much wear and tear
you subject yourself to, and all the other
choices you make that affect the way you
feel tomorrow and in the future.

Anyone who’s received several massages
is probably most aware of the reduction in
tension and muscle stiffness. While
massage is working out those noticeable
kinks, it’s also contributing to more subtle
areas of concern, like promoting detoxification and encouraging your body’s
regenerative and cleansing capabilities, as
well as boosting your immune function.
These benefits are the ones you notice in
increased energy, an enhanced sense of
well-being, etc.
So, make the most of your most-prized
vehicle (your body) by keeping it in tune
with your regular massage sessions!

I’ve been wondering . . .
Q: Why is it I feel great after most
massage sessions, but sometimes I feel run down for a day?

Water is one of the easiest health
aids you can incorporate into your
life. Make sure you drink several
glasses every day—especially
following your massage!

“Doing even a little something to make
yourself happy could bring you the
real thing, say psychologists at Wake
Forest University in North Carolina.
They asked 50 students to record
their moods during various activities.
Almost any kind of outgoing behavior—
talking to someone attractive or even just singing aloud—acted as an instant
antidepressant. ‘Every single participant in the study was happier when he or she
acted extroverted than when he or she acted introverted,’ Will Fleeson tells
ABC.net. In social situations, talking more and behaving assertively made subjects happy. ‘But you can do things by yourself that work just as well,’ says
Fleeson. ‘Things like going hiking, climbing a mountain, whitewater rafting.’ Too
often, people think of happiness as something outside themselves. But ‘to some
extent, we have control over our personalities.’ ” —The Week; Vol 3; Issue 96

Make Mother’s Day truly
special this year with a gift
certificate for a massage!
Call today to order ...
And remember that dads
and grads love massage, too!
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A mother is not a person to lean on but a person to
make leaning unnecessary.
—Dorothy C. Fisher

The content of this newsletter is not intended to replace professional medical advice. If you’re ill, please consult a physician.
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A: Massage brings change to your
body, and most of the time you feel
invigorated and renewed after your
session. When you feel less than
terrific afterwards, the first question
to ask is: Are you drinking plenty
of pure water? The most common
reason for feeling a little run down,
etc. is that the massage has
begun a detoxification process,
and your body has released toxins
and cellular waste into the bloodstream for disposal. Water helps
your body to eliminate these
toxins, just like the rinse cycle in
the washing machine helps to
remove dirt from your clothes that’s
been loosened by the wash cycle.
When you cut short or skip this
vital step, you run the chance of
letting this waste material redistribute in your body.

Depressed? Take Action!

